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(Vote for no more than 10) 
Consolidall'd Sludl'nl Association 
PROPOSITION No. I YOUR OPINION IS REQUK4oln:n REGARDIN(; 
THt: t'OU,OWING QUESTION 
NOTE 
(* = Day)(** = Eve .) 
(*** = Day & Eve.) 
lncrl'aSt' In Sludt>nl Al·tivil~· t'it>s 
Should the name of the instructor be listed in the Registration Guide next 
Should the Student Activity Fees be increased to $40 for Full-time to the section he or she will be tcachinl!, during each semester? 
students, and $20 for Part-time students and Summer Session? 
t' U U, · T I M E R E P R E S E N • 
TATIVES 
This fcc is used to support all Student Activities on Bronx Community (Vote for no more than 5) 
College Campus; e.g .. all Clubs. all Athletic Programs, Student Center. 
Publica! ions, Student Government, Cult ural Events. and Special Services, 
I. Beverly Mason*** e.g .. Day. Legal services and Student Life Improvement Center (SI.IC) . 
DAY STUBENT ASSOCIATION 2. Vincent _Huggins• 
3. Robert Ramirez* PROPOSITI()~ Nu. 2 CANDIDA n:s 
4. Keilh Evans• •• 
5. Jeane P. Mraulja• lnl'n•asr in Sludrnl Al'li' il~ hl'S 
6. Vidal Pabon• 
7. Peggy O'Garro• 
8. Apolinar Trinidad* 
Should the Student Activity Fcc~ be increased to $J5 for Full-time 
students, and $17 for Part -time student~ ami Summer Session? 1· Beverly Mason 
2. Vincent Huggins 
9. Jose F. Marmolejos••• 
I 0. MI!TY ,Lo~is~ J.on.es•• 
r r . ~Anilb 1\f orcno•• 
\2. Michae\ A. Correa• 
13 . Edwin Sabater• 
This fcc is used to support all Student A~ti,· itic ., on Bronx Community 
·~ · ''~ · ~ · Corrcgc Campus; e.g., all Clubs, all Athlctk Prograrm. Cultural Event s, 
and Special Servil:cs, e.g .. Day Care, Legal Services and Student Life 













(Vote for no more than 5) 
EVENING STUBENT 
ASSOCIATION 
YOUR OPINION IS REQUESTED REGARI>ING 
SPECIAl . STUUENT SERVICES 
Do you feel that the following monies (portion of the Student Activity 
Fees) be used during the a~.:adcmi~.: year 1977-7H for the following Spc~.:ial 
Student Services? (Information needed for BCC Association. Inc) 
a) l>ay Cart' Cl•nler 
Shnuld $2 I' rum thr Full-lime fee and S I frnm Parl-timt• fer be ust'd 
In suppnrl lhr Brnnx Cnmmunil~· Cnllr~t· Child l>rH'Inpml'nl 
Center'! 
CANDI()ATES b) l.t·~al Sl•nil'es 
I. Walter J . Thone 
2. Tcofilo Burgos 



















CANDII>A n:s H>R 
STU UENT II;ACU l.TY 
lliSCIPUNE COMMITTEE 














.I no~e I·. !\ larmolc,i1" 
Trinid:~d :\p111inar (Trinil 
15. 1-.:aren Ctpl'r' 
16. \\'altl·r .1 . Thnne 
c) 
Should $2 from Full-time fee and $1 from Part-time fcc be used to 
support Bronx Community College Legal Services Program? 
SI.IC (Studenllil'r lmprn,·emrnl Center) 
Should $1 from Full -time fcc and soc from Part -time fcc be used to 
support the Sl.IC Program? 
NOTE: It is understood that both Propositions I and 2 include $10 of the 
Full-Time Fee and $5 of the Part-Time Fcc to be earmarked for 
orcrational and administrative ~.:osts of the Stu~cnt Center. 
PROPOSITIOI'i No. J 
Should the following sums be spc~ifically and offil·ially allocated to BCC 
Legal Services. Inc from Fall 1977. Spring 197K. and Summer Session 
Jl)7X from cad1 indi,·idual Student Al·tivity Fcc: $2 from Full-time 
students. $1 from Part-tim~ students and $1 from Summer Scs~ion 
student\ (hereafter referred to as $2 / $1 1$1 ). according to thl' following 
formula: 
If till' fcc remains at its present level. then said S2 i Si i SI \\ill be in :\D-
DITION to the present Jerel. 
OR 
If tlw $.'5 or S~O rcferl·nda fees arc appnnl·d. thl·n ~aid S2 Sl Sl will be 
allnl·atl'U fnunthCsl' floes . 
Ll·gal Sl·nil·l·s Program "ill be ,uojedtllthl· 'aml' annual '>tudcnt rl·,iew 
a' •'thcr fundl·d BCC Program' 
3. Robert RamircL 
4. Keith Evans 
5. JcaneP. Mraulja 
6. Vidal Pabon 
7. Peggy O'Garro 
R. Apolinar Trinidad 
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The last days of May bring with it the Student Elections. 
These elections may be important to - some of you, but to 
others it is just another act of futility. What the school 
population does not bear in mind during this important time, 
is the fact that a student vote is law on this campus. A simple 
explanation is merel~·: what you believe in, is what you 
should fight for. Therefore, we are proposing to you, the 
population of BCC, the adoption of the $35 full-time and 
$17 part-time Activit)'· J.'ee referendum. It is in the opinion of 
this paper, that if this issue is not voted on and passed, that 
the ultimate demise of this college is inevitable. If the school 
fee remains at its present level, which is $15 full-tim~ and $7 
part-time, full funding of any club or activity will cease, 
because of the lack of sufficient funds. We have already 
tasted the fruits of the severe student cutbacks. Do we want 
more? It is the hope of this paper, during its final edition, 
to succeed in helping the students help themselves. Get out 
and vote: Make a wise decision. Vote yes to this referendum. 
****** 
The ending of this semester also brings to a close, my stay 
here at Bronx Community College. I want to make very clear 
to the students attending this Institution, that I am grieved 
by the fact that I leave this Institution at a most difficult 
time. M~· head will follow me elsewhere, but my heart 
remains. Profound feelings of an unfinished job lurk in my 
mind. Questions like: if I had more time, could I, as a part 
of student government, have contributed any more? The stud-
ents nor, I shall ever know the answer to this question. All (Qt 
can be hoped for, is a newer and more responsive body of 
students to take the place of those who ha,·e fought and 
made the decisions up until now. It is in this vain that, I as a 
student and a friend, must dedicate thanks to those whom I 
have worked with and against in the battle for BCC's sur-
vival. 
First, let me thank a hell of a staff, Richie, Lenny, Freddy, 
Fran, George, Robert, Cathy, Stan, Sonia, for putting up 
with all the pressures of an incoherent old man. My sincere 
thanks and most of all, my love is given to you. Secondly, 
although I have fought with this person, his position was not 
an easy one, President Morton Rosenstock. Myron Kalin, 
Jose Pnoce, Joe Bacote, Sharlene Hoberman, and Gregg 
Whitm~n, you have given me more than an education, you 
have given me friendship and I thank you very much. 
Delores Bullard, you have been a priceless friend, thank you. 
And last but not least, those members of the student Interim 
Board, Joaquin, Ron, Peggy, Pauline, Gregg, Miles, Rosa, 
Theda, my respect and admiration for having endured the 
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Passage of Referendum Needed 
For Survival of Legal Program 
bl ROBERT CIULLA 
Legal Services, a program designed to help students with any and all legal problems that 
may have, has run into problems of its own and its future could very well depend on the 
proposed increase in the student activities fee and the attitudes of the student government 
this according to the program's director, Robert Johnson. 
"The program has become a political football", says Johnson because of his involve-
mcnt with the past student govern-
gra,m." That is why he says the pro-
men! of BCC and his association 
gram is asking for an additional 
with then president Harry Tracey. $2.00 to be added to the $l5.00 fee 
He says the present student govern-
so that money may be earmarked 
mcnt relates him to the days of 
for Legal Services. "If the students 
when both he and Tracey were on 
the government. He says the ad-
ministration is worried about possi-
ble lawsuits and fears Legal Ser-
vices could sue the college and the 
Board of Higher Education. Ac-
cording to Johnson, BCC is the on-
ly college in New York State to 
have an approved Legal Services 
program. 
Johnson asked BCC Inc. to car-
mark $2.00 from the student ac-
tivities fcc legally for the program 
so the department wouldn't have to 
worry about the feelings of the ad-
ministration and the student 
government. 
vote no", according to Pichardo, 
"then Legal Services will close." 
"Legal Services on this campus is 
a necessary service", says Johnson. 
"In order for the program to be 
consistent, it has to be separated 
from the present funding formula 
of Inc. In order for us to provide 
the best services," Johnson con-
tinued, "our funds have to be ear-
marked so that we will not have any 
doubt about our day to day opera-
tions. We will know when the funds 
run out and be able to plan in ad-
vance for the services the students 
need." 
Harry Boscana is a student at 
BCC who has turned to Legal Ser-
vices for help. "You can get advice 
free. Since the lawyer is paid by the 
school, he's looking out for your 
interest as a student. In contrast to 
lawyers on the street, they're will-
ing to compromise." Boscana says 
he's known a few people who have 
had problems and have gone to 
Legal Services and according to 
Boscana, have come out all right. 
Boscana says he had a friend wh0 
had a divorce situation where tile 
lawyer charged him over $400.00. 
"Whereas," Boscana continued, 
"in my divorce the most I had to 
pay was $90.00. If the individua.I 
had been a .BCC student, he might 
not have had to pay over $400.00." 
He stated that "if a $35.00 stu-
dent fee came about, Inc. should 
legally earmark $2.00 for Legal 
Services." All Inc. would do, ac-
cording to Johnson, is give a 
"moral commitment" which he felt 
was a "preference list". The pro-
gram's advisory board and its 
board of directors met and felt that 
a "moral commitment" wasn't 
good enough and felt strongly for a 
legal commitment from Inc. 
Counsel General Visits BCC 
According to Mike Pichardo, 
chairman of the board of directors 
for the program, "Approximately 
35% of the students at BCC arc on 
academic probation, and these 
students were the same last 
semester and this semester. BCC 
stands to lose these students." 
Pichardo continued, "If the fee is 
raised to 35 or 40 dollars, and if 
35% is dropped, there still would 
not be enough money to fund the 
program, and that's why we are 
asking for a legal commitment 
from Inc." 
"The program was the top 
money getter for the year 
1976-77", says Ron Zodda, chair-
man of the Interim Student 
Government, who is a Legal, Ser-
vices supporter. Zodda stated that 
Pichardo had asked for a $67,000 
budget, but according to Zodda, 
"The $2.00 per student fcc they arc 
asking for would not come near the 
$67,000. They expect to offset their 
deficit with a $25,000 grant." Zod-
da said that Pichardo had once 
made a statement that the program 
would charge an additional fee at 
the door, which would vary depen-
ding on the case. 
Johnson said he would "fight 
like hell for a $35 increase", and 
felt that Legal Services should be 
separate from everything else. The 
department got a petition with 
I ,000 signatures, "and this", said 
Johnson, "created a new issue 
because BCC Inc. felt a petition 
was undermining the purpose of 
the $35.00 fee". He said he felt the 
department had a right to ask 
students. to sign the petition and 
says, "Inc. feels there is more con-
troversy now because the program 
went on its own to get a petition." 
Pichardo said. "if the fcc re-
mains at $15.00 and students \"Ole 
against the referendum. Inc. would 
not ha\'c funds to fund the pro-
The Honorable Elba Fuentes (holdin2 flowers) and Friends. 
On May 3rd of this year the 
Honorable Elba Fuentes, Consul 
General of Chile in the United 
States, visited Bronx Community 
College. The invitation was ex-
tended by Professor Luis L. Pinto 
of the Modern Languages 
Department. 
She came to speak to the students 
registered in the Spanish 17 course 
that is a conversation course and 
deals with the Impact of the 
Hispanic Culture in the City of 
New York. This course is part of 
the Downtown Project. 
Mrs. Fuentes spoke about the 
contributions made by Chileans in 
the field of the arts and literature. 
She spoke briefly about Gabriela 
Mistral the first Nobel Prize winner 
in literature in Spanish America 
and she also spoke about the Pablo 
Neruda also a Nobel Prize winner 
in literature. 
She gave an interesting. account 
of the system of education in her 
country and the special interest of 
public and private instruction in the 
arts field. 
After a period of questiDns and 
answers she took a walk along the 
corridors of the Hall of Fame. She 
was very impressed by the beauty 
of our campus and in the interest of 
our students had shown about her 
country. 
It was the first time that she has 
come to the Bronx and was very 
happy· about the fact that without 
knowing it she found herself in the 
Hall of Fame, a place that she had 
wanted to visit, but never before 






Some thoughts to 
In the Spring, a'student's fancy 
turns to thoughts of termpapers, 
final exams, probation, dropping 
classes, transfers to other schools 
and graduation. Tbere is one other 
minor interest that comes to mind: 
the Spring popularity contest. 
Traditionally it is called a Student 
Election. 
I refer to the election as minor 
because it strikes the interest of 
about one-tenth of the student 
body. Also, considering the fact 
that the Committee for Student 
Elections never manages to get the 
show started until the l_ast desperate 
minute, it seems more like it's being 
done because it can't be avoided. 
I call it a popularity contest 
because with only three (3) weeks 
(two of which have already passed) 
to announce the acceptance of 
candidates, have candidates briefed 
on election guidelines, allow 
studenis to campaign and get the 
results back, it's virtually im-
possible to conduct a sensible 
election, especially during the week 
of final exams. Therefore, the 
person with the greatest social 
following gets elected whether they 
stand for some student issue or not. 
Likely or not, this 'is probably why 
only one-tenth or less of the student 
body, bothers to vote. At any rate, 
here we are and the task is before 
us. 
l think it wise to note at this 
point that this is most likely the 
crucial moment in the history of 
student government on this. 
Campus. The regime that left office 
last Spring of '76 left little in-
formation, advice or suggestions 
for newcomers to build on. Of 
those who returned in the Fall of 
'76 to participate in Student 
leadership, they brought little more 
than dissention and petty personal 
differences. When something 
positive was offered, the inex-
perienced, newly elected students 
were lost in the chatter of gover-
nance terminology. 
The Spring '76 elections were, 
for some strange reason, put off 
until Fall. Accusations by a 
student, of alleged illegality which 
were never stated nor proven 
resulted in an Election Review. The 
Committee hearings actually 
brought out points that showed 
negligence of election supervision 
by the Students Activities office or 
the Committee on Student 
Elections, resulting in the elections 
being voided. 
President Rosenstock declared 
an interim government. The in-
terim government was appointed to 
disburse the scraps of money left 
after years of foolish spending to 
various s"tudent organizations. 
Many of them received cuts in 
financing . Others were left out 
altogether. Under the conditions, I 
suppose the best job was done in 
distributing the scarce funds. 
I hope that the faculty that sits 
on the B.C.C. Inc., have realized 
how destructive they've been in 
terms of constructive assistance. I 
say faculty because they arc 
supposed to have the expertise, 
experience and concern, to help an 
ever-changing Student Govern-
ment; they were s.up,posed to have 
tickle your fancy 
taught student leaders something 
about prionlles and cash 
disbursements before poverty 
struck. They should have im-
plemented that prowess in a 
manner befitting their status. 
Instead, they condoned such ac-
tivities as the spending of Student 
funds for the operation of Ad-
ministrative publications - NEWS 
BRIEFS, to mention one. ·This is an 
example of why it's important to be 
aware of what can and will happen 
if you're not interested. 
The rest of the year wreaked 
more· garbage. Informed sources 
say the Senate Caucus meeting held 
last Winter has no Minutes of their 
meeting available, which renders 
any business conducted at that 
meeting void. Yet, the election of 
Greg Bell as the new Chairman, 
still stands. The invalid Senator-at-
large elections last January were 
reported to all the proper places; 
Chairman of the Senate Caucus, 
the Office of Student Activity, the 
Assistant Dean of Students and the 
President of the College, but it was 
overlooked. I think the excuse for 
not voiding that election was "it 
would only create problems and we 
don't have time to repeat the 
election" . The circumstances 
surrounding that incident was 
another example of negligence of 
supervision. 
Hopefully all this does not 
discourage students who are in-
spired to join the bandwagon this 
trip. In life there will always be 
tacky situations to deal with. As 
one counselor told a student 
"College is the best place in the 
world to start learning how to meet 
the struggle". True. 
The main reason I feel it 
necessary to reflect on the situation 
of the past up to now, is to give new 
candidates a picture of the job to be 
done; the exact opposite of what 
has been done. I hope that you will 
see the importance of being 
prepared. If you really want to be 
in Student Leadership for reasons 
other than glory, ask yourself a few 
questions and try finding the 
answers. Have you researched 
sources of information such as 
minutes of meetings, by-laws and 
constitutions? They can be found in 
the library. Have you hunted down 
(and you must hunt them down 
because they are not obvious) 
members of the present Student 
Leadership for information? Have 
you carefully evaluated the 
responsibility of Student 
Leadership; will it jeopardize your 
class work next semester? The 
ridiculous structure of the present 
government usually causes a person 
to be saddled with two or more 
committees, added to the 
responsibility of the office they 
were elected to. Why are you 
running for office and what do you . 
have to offer? It would be wise to 
visit some of the faculty-student 
meetings still to be held. 
Although the picture looks 
bleak, don't despair. There are 
some very good students meeting 
the challenge as best they can. Look 
for them in the Gould Student 
Center office, room 102: Peggy 
O'Gara, SIUdent Senatot. Dennis 
THE COMMUNICATOR 
Haralam, Editor of the Com-
municator, Ron Zodda, Evening 
Student Gov't, Beverly Mason, a 
new Senator, but on the ball, · 
Joaquin Morales, President I.O.C. 
and Michael Pichardo, Evening 
Student Gov't and Pauline Borkon. 
You can expect some honest an-
swers from them but the final 
analysis must be yours. 
To the present government: To 
my knowledge, in recent years the 
out-going government body did . 
just that, went out .... Obviously 
you, the out-going government, 
must realize now the importance of 
communication, cooperation 
(regardless of personal attitudes), 
unity and all acts of that nature and 
how absolutely necessary they are 
for a productive government on 
any level. Share your learning 
experience with new candidates. 
Reach out and make them feel 
welcome. Set up some seminars to 
give them briefings on what's 
happening. 
The lack of cooperation in the 
ranks leaves us vulnerable to the 
Administration's whims. The lack 
of communication allows policies 
to be changed under our very noses 
and creates disrespect from the 
student body and concerned faculty 
(some of them are concerned). 
There are hundreds of students 
running around the campus 
looking for valid help to aid them 
with their complaints about the 
negative practices of instructors 
and course projects impossible to 
fulfill, and yet they don't have a 
Student Government to turn to. In 
many cases you could direct them 
to Dr. Allan Wolk, Student 
Trouble Shooter, in G.S. 
Residence, but members of student 
government are not available. 
Last Summer, while everyone's 
back was turned, President Ros-
enstock squeezed in a new Direc-
tor of Student Activities, with-
out the traditional interview by one 
of the Student Leadership bodies 
(it should have been the Student 
Government or the Senate) to 
determine if he was acceptable. The 
candidate that was interviewed and 
recommended was turned down. 
Right now, there is a brain-storm in 
effect to establish a -Publication 
Board to hold jurisdiction over 
Student publications, due to a lot 
of crying by faculty persons about 
inaccuracies in print. The real 
become an 
effect will be to control the Student 
publications. Although the 
members will change each year, the 
Committee (S.A.) wants to pick 
faculty advisors for publications. 
They recommend that out-going 
staff and editors choose their 
successors (this will result in a 
control device)~ Editor and staff 
are volunteers and the Editor is 
picked from amongst the staff by 
the staff. The (faculty) 
Publications Coordinator, 
recommended by the Dean of 
Students and named by the school 
President, is recommended to be 
Chairman of the Board also. On 
the other hand, the students will 
always be new and unaware (the 
faculty members will be different 
also, but carefully selected). 
There is at present a good op-
portunity for new candidates to test 
their sense of priorities, a very 
necessary ability in these times of 
scarce funds in the Student Ac-
tivities. I speak of the present 
referendum fact sheet being passed 
around for approval. Is a fee in-
crease the answer to our funding-
woes? It will certainly help, but 
don't dream that it will suddenly 
put things back to right. That will 
take time. Of that increase the 
referendum calls for about $25,000 
to $30,000 (at $3.00 per student) 
for Day Care which at best can only 
service 60 kids and during these 
hard times only 30-33 kids. It calls 
for the same amount for Legal 
. Service which can service hundreds 
of students but will also charge a 
service fee. S.L.I.C., which helps 
people to deal with alcohol, drug 
and assorted emotional problems 
and can deal with hundreds of 
persons asks for about $15,000, but 
they are neglecting to pursue grants 
, available from other sources. Now 
considering that a referendum vote 
makes the decision permanent and 
we are scraping the bottom of the 
barrel in all areas of need, which of 
these groups do you think will serve 
the greatest amount for the 
students dollar? That is the issue, 
the greatest amount of student 
service for the dollar. 
It seems to me that any fool can 
see the picture of Babylon in this 
deteriorating place and have the 
sense to start an over-due program 
of rebuilding. As student leaders it 
is important that you make every 
effort possible to do just that. . 
Paga3 
Restructure the governance rules 
first, they're too centralized to 
produce good results and it's by far 
too easy to concentrate power to 
one person or a click. I think the 
Administration here doesn't realize 
that if the school goes down they go 
with it. Buena Suerte, new can-
didates! 
.... P .S. For the most part, I 
try to avoid rumors, but this one 
keeps getting hotter and it comes 
from sources that don't make a 
practice of lying: 




On Thursday, April 28, 1977, in 
the Gould Memorial Auditorium, 
the second annual awards con-
vocation for students on the 
Semester Dean's List and the 
Cumulative Dean's List for Spring 
and Fall 1976 was held. On the 
stage were President Rosenstock, 
Deans Stillerman, Bullard, 
Rosenfeld, Hobbs, Richman, 
Horn, and Kalin. 
The president gave timely 
remarks on the role of the honor 
student. Dean Rosenfeld delivered 
the Dean's message for the oc-
casion . Dean Hobbs, who served as 
mistress of ceremonies, counselled 
the students on their respon-
sibilities as honor students. Also, 
Ms. Larnette Butler, an honor 
student in the performing arts, and. 
Mr. Alan B. Morrow, a January 
1977 honor graduate in plastics 
technology, gave responses on 
behalf of the students. Ms. 
Wilhemina Fuller sang two 
beautiful solos, Care Selve and 
Ride On, lUng Jesus, and Mt. Va\ 
Morrabal sang La Puerfa. Mr. 
Randolph Noel's piano solo, Clair 
de Lune, was brilliantly done. Mr. 
Edwin Steede contributed in-
cidental mu~ic, and Professor 
Neoline A. Canton and Mr. Oscar 
Hernandez were accompanists. 
Following the assembly, 
everyone went upstairs to the 
torunda where a reception was held 
for the students and their guests. 
All in all, it was a great affair 
which paid tribute to those students 
who achieved outstanding 
academic grades in the Spring and 
Fall Semesters of 1976. 
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School Media Specialist 
Children's Libr~rian 
T echntcal Information Spectllist' 
Public Libranan 
I nformauon Broker 
lnformauon Systems Analyst 
Free Lance Libr~rian 
Abstractor /Indexer 
Reference Librarian 
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' . . .. . ... 
lnvestigl18 the chlllln!lint world 
of librery .nd trtformation 
services .. 
Contoct: 
L•brarv Sctence Depanment 
Queens Coll~~g~, CUNY 
Long Island Expreuway & Kissena Blvd 
Flushinq. N.Y. 11367 
(:>;2) 520 7194/7195 
The l1brary Sc::•ence Oep.ertmen~ of Oueens· 
Co:lttge is the only gradu.ate librarv s~.-hool•o 
tt'le City University of NeW Y. ~rk lrs-
mantr ·~ deqre~ program is I<XJeditJd b" 
tM Ameue~n L•braty Anotiation . Its 
faculty ITW!mben ropr.sen1 specialized 
competencies in the 1reas of :acldem•t. 
•nd research libraries. administrtlion, 
•nformat.on sc.enOt. mult1medi• ·M"d vtSoal 
arts librtnanship, po~hc librarianship, ''" 
books and special colltctfons, school media 
Uibfarv and educational commun•cahons). 
soecial libfane~ , technical senoic:es, work 
with children and vouog p!opfe, and work 
with minority groups . 
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES AVAILABLE 
INQUIRE NOW FOR FALL COURSES 
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Peggy O'Garro 
Since I came to Bronx Com-
munity College, I have been in-
volved in Student Government. The 
climb up the political ladder has 
been fru strating and difficult . ·In 
spite of the red tape and other 
problems I have encountered , I 
want to continue the fight to unify 
the students so ·that together all 
faction s of the college are 
strengthened. I have served on the 
Currjculum Committee, the 
College Senate, the Interim Student 
Board of B.C.C., Inc., and various 
other comn1illees. There is a full 
record of my activities in the 
Student Activities Office, GSC 
Room 102 for any student who is 
interested in reviewing it. 
Debro Bunch 
My name is Debro Bunch and I 
have been a student at Bronx 
Community College for the past 
year and a half. Most of my leisure 
time has been spent working in the 
Health, Education. and 
Reneational department, as an 
assistant co-ordinator for its 
programs . As you may recall, last 
September we held a Health 
Happening on campus, which 
enahkd students to receive a 
complete medical e\'aluation . This 
fall. I would like to exrand my 
~en ices hy running for 1 he Senate 
and !-'acuity Disciplinary Com-
mittee. Hy doing so. if elected. I 
will work to make the syst em work 
helll'l' for the a\·erage s1uden1. I 
NEED YOUR VOTE~ 
Robert Ramirez 
My name is Robert Ramirez and 
I'm running for Student Govern-
ment. I've been a student at BCC 
for two years. In the past, I've had 
the opportunity to participate in 
organizing the movement to open 
the Computer Center to students at 
BCC. My main objective in run-
ning for student government is to 
make BCC serve the real needs of 
its students. 
VOTE FOR ROBERT 
RAMIREZ #3 
JOSE MARMOLEJOS #9 
TRINIDAD APOLINAR #8 
We will make BCC a True 
Community College! 
Karen Capers 
Greetings Fellow Students: 
It is indeed an honor to be in the 
running for ·Senator and the 
Discipline Committee. If given 
your vote, I would have the chance 
to represent the one campus that 
has to be grossly misunderstood, 
misrepresented, and mismanaged. 
By ourselves and others, I shall 
maintain, that we the students, 
keep control of our own education. 
II given your vote, I will work hard 
to do away with the many myths 
that plague our college community. 
Proving that our up-and-coming 
student body is represented in all 
area~ of their endeavors, despite 
·the handicars they have 10 endure . 
With your support, we will be well 
on our way to paving a new path. 
ihrou gh and around our college 
campus and community . 
PEACE! 
Elizabeth Garcia 
I'm not going to promise what I 
can't deliver. My primary project 
was, and still is , the listing of the 
instructors names next to their 
respective sections in the 
registration guide. In the future, I 
plan to make this listing a part of 
the formal registration procedure . 
Although I'm a Nursing student, I 
plan to represent the interests of all 
student s at BCC. PUT A 
STUDENT NURSE IN THE 
STUDENT SENATE . VOTE FOR 
ELIZABETH GARCIA. 
Curtis Lewis 
My fellow students, I need your 
vote to serve on the BCC Student 
Government. l am capable of doing 
a good job. If elected, I will keep a 
constant rap with you, to keep you 
informed on activities that you may 
be missing out on. l would like to 
get your opinion on different 
things, and find out how you would 
like our school run. I will keep you 
·informed of the services on 
campus . 
c.....o.-
fo: The Bronx Community. 
College Community 
The Bronx Community 
College Child Developm.ent 
Board of Uirectors would like In 
extend thl'ir warmest thanks and 
appreciation to all who con-
tributed and participalt•d in 






(Vote for up 
to 23 
candidates) 
I. Vidal Pabon 
2. Vincent Huggins 
3. Curtis Lewis 
4. Walter J. Thone 
5. Keith Evans 
6. Olga Richardson 
7. Marlene Hayden 
8. Erana Stennett 
9. Anito Moreno 
10. Debro Bunch 
II. Robert Ramirez 
12. Mary Louise Jones 
13. feggy O'Garro 
14. Karen Capers 














Jeane P. Mraulja 
Jenell Ellis 
Elizabeth M. Garcia 


















by Robert Ciulla 
.,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,. 
The question: Do 
you think a 
student fee . . Increase IS 
necessary? 
~··············i••········ 
Prof. Philip Tucker, Business and 
Commerce Dept. 
"In order to conduct club activities 
and other activities, additional 
funds are necessary.'' 
Suhnoon Adam 
" No good, because increase would 
make it hard on students, what 
with tuition and everything." 
Lydia Beatty 
" There should be an increase, 
because school gets boring withoot 
clubs and no activities going on." 
Peter Velez 
Manager, Gould Student Center 
"Yes. Student Center was getting 
$57,000 to operate. Because of this, 
the building is deteriorating and 
doesn't get proper cleaning. To run 
the . building properly, you need 
$150,000. $60,000 of which goes to 
cleaning and maintenance." 
Pascual Perez 
"There should be an increase. 
College doesn't have enough 
money to spend from the money it 
gets from the government." 
Fran Resto 
" No. Because student activities are 
very import ant and student s . here 
just don ' t have the money to pay 
for it. " 
Anna Alvarez 
"Definitely not. None of us can 
afford it." 
Elizabeth Sorrell 
"No. They did more last year at a 
lower fee than their doing this year 
at a higher fee." 
Larnette Buller 
President, Theater Workshop 
"Yes, I do. If it will enable us to 
have a better student center and 
more activities." 
May23,19n 
OMBUDSMAN'S REPORT TO 
THE PRESIDENT, THE SENATE 
& THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY 
September 1, 1975 • May 2, 1977 
Dr. Allan Wolk 
The office is unique vis-a-,•is other college offices and program~. It i~ 
the only ~uch body in the college that b solely concerned with im-
plementation of student academic due process. Becau!;e of political, 
psychological, jurisdictional, or a variety of other reasons, innumerable 
cases that the Ombudsman handles will not be taken by other offices in the 
college. Or the ~tudents themselves will not put their trust in other parts of 
the bureaucratic structure. Thus, these students would have no other 
admini~trative, peaceful means to resolve their dilemmas . Often the 
Ombudsman i~ a last resort for young people who have been frustrated 
beyond belief by bureaucratic insensitivity or complexities. 
The Ombudsman is a tribune for the students and as such should be 
elected solely by student senators . It i~ thus recommended that measures 
be taken to incorporate this procedure in the BCC Governance Charter . 
Ombudsman release time during the two year period has varied. ranging 
from six hours to three hours to five hours during the several semesters. 
This has been inadequate in view of the fifteen to twenty hour work-load 
undertaken by the Ombudsman in fulfilling his responsibilities. 
Individual cases have ranged from fifteen minutes to a dozen hours, in 
many instances necessitating numerous leuers, telephone calls, ap-
pearances before commiuees, visits to individuals at the college and 
conferences with officials at the Board of Higher Education. 
In all cases brought to the Ombudsman there has been a ~crupulous 
allempt to protect the civil and academic rights of all individuals -
stpdents arid faculty . 
I. Publicizing the OHice and its Senices 
Developed an on-going publicity campaign to enable students to become 
beuer aware of the services offered. Posters, personal conversations with 
faculty, administrators and students, communication with student leaders 
and student groups, and articles in the college's student new~papcrs were 
part of this activity. 
Biweekly column in student newspapers "Dear Doc", and a weekly 
BCC radio program "What's Up, Doc'!" prescllls preventive-type 
academic help . . 
II. Aid to Individual Students 
(Total number of individual cases: 379) 
Summary of Cases 
By Sex 
Male . . ... . ............ ... . .. .......... . ..... .... ... 16tJ 
female ...... . ............... .... . .. . .... . . .. . . .. . . . . 210 
By Students' Curricula 
Liberal Arts . .. . . . . ....... . . ........ .. . .... . ..... ... . I X:! 
Nursing . ... . . .. . ...... . ... ..• . ....... ....... ... . .. .. 7] 
Business . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..... . .. . . . . ... . . ............... .t] 
Sec. Studies . . . ..... . ... . .... . . .. ........ .... ......... 17 
Med. Lab . ... . .. .... .. . . .... .. . . . .. .. . .. ... . .. . ...... 16 
Education ... . . ... .. ... . . ... .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . ... .. . . ... . 17 
Elcc. Tcd1. ... . . ..... . .... . . .. . . .. . . .. .. ... ..... . . .. . 19 
Health ... . . ... ........ . ......... ... . . .. . . .. . ... . . ... 12 
R~· Problem Category 
Registration . . ... .... . . . .. .... ... . ...... . . . . . .. . .. . .. . XX 
Personal Problems .. . ... .. . . . .. ..... . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . 61 
Grading . . . . . .. .. . ..... . .. .. ........ ..... ... . ... .. .. . 5:! 
Academic problems . .... ... . .. . . . .... . ..... . ........ . .. 5:! 
Instructor problems ......... ..... . .. . . ... . .... . .... . ... ]] 
Financial problem~ . . . .. .. ... . . . . .... . . . . ....... . . . . ... . JO 
Misc . ... .. .... .. .. ... .... . . ...... . . . .. .. . .... . .. . .. . 6.' 
By Credits 
0-12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .... . .. ... .. . ......... . .. . . 70 
13-24 . . ... .. .... .. . .... . . ........ ... . .. .... . . ... .. . . I)() 
:!5 -]6 ..... ........... ... . ... .. . ... . . .. . . . . . .. . ..... . 92 
J7-4S . . ... .. . . ....... . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. 55 
49-64 .. . . . . . .. .. . . . ... . ... ... . .. .. . .... . . .... .. ... . . 46 
over 64 . . ................. .. . ... . . .. . ......... .. . . . .. ~6 
(All cases arc \'alidated and do not include das~ <let ions) 
Ill. Olht•r Acth·ities Related lu OHice 
- Helped negotiate an agreement with the Board of Higher Education 
whcrd,y cl'rtain l'at~:goric' or srudcnh in the Nur~ing ~urriculum , who 
\H'r~ prc\'iou~ly denied admittance into nursing cours~:s. \\WI: phased into 
th~: pmgramm~r a three term period . 
·- lm 111\ cd in many talks with !\lursing stmknt~. administrators and 
radrhy 111 l'llhalll'L' !\Jursing comnHtnil~ ,-. ,mmunications and strengthen 
du~: pnll'~"· Sugg~slcd mcd1ani .sm tnt his L'nd . 
- :\l.'ll'd a' llll'dialnr rm lll'glltiations hl't\\l'Cil English lkpartmcnl and 
hll<lksl<ll'l' l'l'Jll'l'Sl'lltali\c' 111 impnl\L'Il'\lbonk ord~rin~. nd distrihutinn. 
- Pr~s~nll'd <lral and \Hillen I'L'l' <llllllll'ndatinn~ to th~.Cnmmlli~L· nn 
:\cad,·mic Srandin):! ill impn,,,. cnlk):!~·, app,·al sirlll'illrl' f111' ):! l'l'<til'r 
al'alklllic du,· pnll'~" · \\ ·,,rk,·d 11 i1h C :\S 'uhcllllHHiirc,· 111 ihi' '' 'HI. 
-- \\ 11rk,•d f<n impkm,·matinnor c<~lk):!l' pnlicl "h,·rd,~ f;rl'trlil rwm,·, 
app,·ar n~\i 111,·l;t"''' tau):!lll a1 r,·gi,iraiinnpL·rilld . 
·- In cllnlad 11 11h ,· ~,lkgL' admini, ir;ti<Jr' and ,kp;nilllL"n i h,·;td ' 111 !1rin):! 
ab11111 P<'lic\ and prn,·L·dural dlall):!l'' "hL·n ind11 idu;tl _. ;,,,., indic;l iL' ;1 
pallL'rll 1ll' pradicc 1ha1 ,(hlllld h,· rl'f<lrlllL'd nr ch;tn):!L'd . 




The time to apply for the Tuition 
Assistance Program (TAP) for next 
year is now. The TAP office in 
Albany has mailed the new ap-
plication to every current recipient. 
The Financial Aid Office also has a 
supply. Bronx Community College 
students should not mail the ap-
plication to Albany. Starting 
Monday, May 9 the BCC TAP 
Center will be open in Loew 404. 
Studenis should bring their 
completed application and a copy 
of their or their parents New York 
State Income Tax Form to the TAP 
Center for review . We will accept 
the . completed applications and 
forward them to the Brooklyn 
Processing Center. The TAP 
Center in Loew 404 will be open 
every day from 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 
p.m. except Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 
4:00p.m. The deadline for filing in 
time to have an award for Sep-
tember registration is June 30. 
The fate of the CUNY Assistance 
Program (CAP), which helps part-
time students, is still undecided . So 
students who plan on taking les~ 
than· 12 credits next Fall may not 
receive tu111on assistance. 
However, they arc encouraged to 
apply since they may change their 
plans or CAP may yet be approved. 
St udcnts .who plan on allending 
summer school may receive CAP if 
they arc recetvmg CAP this 
semester. No new application is 
required for CAP for summer 
school. TAP will be available for 
summer school but only for 
students who file a new TAP ap-
plication before June 1st. To 
receive TAP for the summer. 
students must register for at least 
six credits. They also should un-
derstand that a summer TAP 
award counts as 'I~ a semester of 
the R semesters eligibility (10 
semesters for CD students) . 
Basic Educational Opportunity 
Grant applications have been 
available for 6 weeb so i:very BCC 
student who hope~ to receive a 
BEOG ~hould have filed alr~ady . 
BEOG applications arc available in 
LO 22-t . The deadline for filing a 
1-inancial Aid hmn (FAF) i~ May 
27, /977. Student~ who hav~ at -
tended a FAF workshop must make 
an appointment in LO 224 by May 
27. Students who have not attended 
a workshop and who wish to apply 
for a Work-Study job, student 
loan, nursing scholarship and 
supplemental grant should go to 
1.0 224 for a workshop . ap-
pointment. (CD students should go 
to the CD Office for a FAF 
workshop appointment .) 
TO STUDENTS 
WHO WOULD UKE TO 
EARN $200 (Pffi 
-DOUBLE(Fffi 
E_, ....t...,delllor-....1 
Lana Pro BarteMiq Ia 5 Days 
9.95 MODey Bac:k GIIII'Utee 
ACT NOW 
FOI FIEIINFOIMATION Wlln TO 
--------------I V ANTEX PRODUCTIONS 
1 168-01 43 AYI.- Dlpt.BCb 
I Flushing, New York 11358 I 
I I 
1 Please send free information I 
1 without obligation to: 
I Name ~ 
I Address I 





By Ron Zodda 
As we near the end of another school year, we also near the student 
government's annual elections. lluring the week of May 23-24 you will 
find voting machines set up in GS~ and TI. 
When you come in to lake your finals, try lo make the effort lo find a 
polling place and cast your vole. You will not only be voting for your 
student leaders, but there will be several important questions for you to 
vote on as well. 
When you go in to vote you will find several categories to vole for. 
On the election for student government you will be voting for three (3) 
llay Representatives and three (3) Evening Representatives. 
On I he day and evening elections you can vole for up to three people. 
The next set of elections concern the college Senate, where you will elect 
23 Senators. In this election you can vole for 23 people, but if you want to 
vole for less you can choose to do so. 
You will also be electing six (6) students lo the 
Student/ •'acult~· /llisc:ipline Commillee. This election will also work lhe 
same way you can vole for up to six people. 
After voting for your student leaders ~·ou will have several important 
questions to vole on. 
There will be three different proposals lo increase the student activity 
fees. Our present fees are $15.00 full lime <•·.1'.) and $7 part lime (P.T.) 
These fees go lo support \'arious activities around the campus, e.g., 
student government, clubs, athletic programs, the running of the Gould 
Student Center and special services programs, such as, Legal Services, Uay 
ure and sue. 
Since our present fees were first set back in 1959, we have never had an 
increase in student activity fees at RCC. When our fees were set, we didn't 
have a Student Center to run. The building takes about $150,000 a )·ear to 
run . .-or the last three ~' ears we have been trying to hold the line, but il is 
no longer pussihle wilhuul affel'ling I he pro~rams we offer you. 
In the last 18 years ever~· thing but student fees have gone up many limes 
uver. We are now asking you to vole a raise in y·our activity fee. If you 
don't, I hen many of the programs thai are ot'l'ered will have to be dropped. 
Tht• t'irsl ut' the three, is proposed b~· the administration. The}' would 
likt• lht• l't•e lo bl' increased lo $40 •·T. $20 PT. This I urge each and t>vrry 
sludenltu Hill' "no" un. 
Then there is the proposal endorsed by· your student government thai 
would raise the fee to $35 F.T., $17 P.T. There is also a stipulation thai 
$10 •·.T. and $5 P.T. will go lo the running of the Gould Student Center. 
This way the building can be properly maintained, instead of being kepi 
like a pig sly. 
A yes vote on this proposal will mean I hal you would like to see a full set 
of activities on t·ampus, a no vole will tell your incoming student leaders 
thai the~· will have to cui hack many· of the programs at BCC. The dtcision 
is ~· ours. 
A lung with uur proposal I here will be an opinion poll as to: if I he fees 
an· increased should we give $2 .-.T .• $1 P.T. lo Legal Services and lhr 
Ua~· Carr Crnler, and $1 LT. and $.50 P.T. to S.I..I.C. The student 
gon-rnment has no official recommendation on these, but as chairman ot' 
lht• FSH. I urge all students to vcile "NO" on each item in the opinion poll . 
Rel'ure wt• go into lhe rrasun fur thr ""10" \'Illes on the opinion poll, lei's 
luul.. at tht• third acth·ily· fre hike proposal. This unr cmnes from the Lrgal 
Servin• program. They are asking t'ur $2 prr student no mallrr what lhe 
student fees are. This proposal should also hl' del'ealed. 
The lt•gal servil-e's proposals should he defeated for the following 
reason: 
Accurding lo one uf their directors, Mike Pkhardo, the two dollar fee 
will nol meet their expected budget. To make up this deficit, they are 
hoping to gel a $25,000 grant. II has also been learned, even.if they gel the 
grant lht•y will still be running in the red. To make this up they are 
planning to charge a small fee when you come in to use the program. Of 
course, if they don't gellhal grant, I hal small fee I hey plan to charge all he 
doors will then become a large fee. This was confirmed by Uean Kalin al 
an informal hearinl(. l)ean Kalin sits on I he lel(al service board ot' diret·turs 
as an non-voting ex officio member. Of course no one is mentioning the 
service charge when you come in louse I he proKram all he present time. 
In my opinion it is not in your best interest lo vole for these proposals al 
the present lime. If ~·ou are going to lax yourselves up front to keep this 
program on campus, then lht•re should be no reason fnr it, ~·ou should bt• 
told up front before ~· ou give~ our mone~· awa~· . 
Registration for 
Nurses Board Exam 
BCC i\ offering an inten~ive 
preparation cour~c for 1 he New 
York Stale Board Examination for 
Rcgi~tered Nur~c\ during .I unc at 
the college\ Fordham Center 246X 
.Jerome .J\ycnue. The Bronx. 
The 70-hour l'OUr\c, co-
spon\orcd by the college\ Office of 
Continuing Education and 
Department or Nur\ing, will run lJ 
a.m. to 5 p.m. on .June I. 2, IS , 16, 
I:, 22, 2~. 2-t, 2lJ and ,,0. Quali ricd 
instru.:tors will cover every aspect 
of the examination subject maller, 
as well as exam-taking techniques. 
l·ee for the full course is $125. 
Applicanh may register in person 
or by sending a check or money 
order to: BCC Chapter, NSNA, 
Bron\ Community College . 
Stevenson Hall, Univcr~iry Avenue 
and West lXI Street , The Brom, 
N.Y . 10453. (l>er~onal check~ will 
not bea.:ccpted .) 
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Ill LilT. 
You're looking at a wall containing 
over 10,000 record albums. It's the 
main source of music for the per-
sonalities who choose the daily 
sounds of WNEW-FM. 
But it's not the only source. We pre-
sent live concerts, too. From places 
like The Bottom Line and Central 
Park. Or from Los Angeles via 
satellite. 
Sometimes our personalities bring 
in singles, albums or tapes from 
their own collections. And they're 
always getting the first advance re-· 
leases of the most important new 
rock and roll albums. 
They play hits, too. But only when 
they want to. 
You see that's the important thing 
about· _the WNEW-FM play list. 
There · ~AlO play list. The only thing 
that d1ct'stes what our personalities 
play is their unique sense of the 
energy, diversity and excitement of 
the music of our times. And a spe-
cial sense of knowing just what you 
want to hear. 
That goes for Dave Herman in the 
morning and Pete Fornatale at 
midday. For Scott Muni in the after-
noon, Dennis Elsas in the early 
evening and Alison Steele from 10 
p.m. to 2 a.m. And it goes for Vin 
Scelsa and Richard Neer in the wee 
small hours and Pat Dawson, AI 
Berstein and Tom Morrera on 
weekends. 
They're what makes WNEW-FM 




hear more new music, more old 
music, more of all kinds of music 
than the listeners of any other sta-
tion in New York. 
lillY LilT. 
. . 
Most other stations that play rock 
and roll limit their play list to a few 
best sellers, a few pick hits ot the 
future and a few golden oldies. 
Which isn't bad if you don't mind 
the repetition, repetition, repeti-
tion, repetition, repetition ... 
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Musicc OTorn~ynEgaros ut oif the CloBsyeLentn~· Rinaldil Who:Dr.GienRay 
11 
What: Informal Piano Recital 
When: Thursday, May 26th, 1977, 
The record industry is a many your drink and think about what every cut I could see it being done 12:30 p.m. 
WBCC 
Concert 
Crashes faceted network and today one you're going to do afterwards. much better by someone else. A Where: Gould Memorial Library 
never knows where the next sen- Looking at a new movie score nightingale she's not, and though Auditm:ium 
sational talent will be uncovered. Taj Mahal has scored with Brothers the vocals are not unpleasant Why: Take a Break From 1-'inals On May 5th, WBCC Radio 
There was a time when the per- (W.B.). there's no reason I can find for and the Difficulties of the Day. Station sponsored a Rock Concert. 
former or group was the star and The movie is roughly built putting his on again. ~,..w.,_.,...,._..,,..,._..,,..,._IH( The three unknown groups listed 
writers, producers and mixing around the story of the radical Burnin' Sky - Bad Company WBCC Presents were to aid in a profit making for 
engineers were the people behind George Jackson and his love for the (Swan Song) is a serious disap- the station's technical equipment. 
· d 11 11 "DJ. DIS. co" Th f d the star. Then, they were satisf1e notorious Angela Davis. In the film pointment after two rca y exec ent e eature groups were: 
with gaining notoriety in their own the names arc changed but the albums and one good one. With a A disco will be presented by the Fullers Aces, Archer and Pleasant 
field, without actually stepping into characters are the same. This love trailblazing reputation, as one of D.J .s of WBCC radio this Friday, Dreams. Three shows were offered 
the spotlight and recording a record or infatuation is as intense as it is the best British Fist and spit rock n' May 27th, beginning at 9:00 p.m., on this day and could be viewed by 
of their own. platonic since the Jackson roll groups, they've only managed in the Gould Student Center anyone interested enough to buy a 
Even in the motion picture in- character is behind bars throughout to come up with four winners out Cafeteria. Tickets are $2.00 in ticket. Needless to say, the lack of 
dustry, movie music was for the 950Jo of the movie. Bernie Casey, of a ·potential eleven. The title cut advance and $3.00 at the door. an appropriate audience, slammed 
emphasis of the film alone, not Ron O'Neal and Vonetta McGee and Leaving You is the bra that Refreshments, including beer will the musical door on any hope of 
music to necessarily stand as a 
successful L.P. on its' own. Today 
successful recordings like The Sting 
and A Star Is Born disprove that. 
Big talents like Barry Manilow who 
was originally Bette Midler's piano 
player, and Leo Sayer a mere 
songwriter have taken the plunge 
and have become realized sen-
sations in the recording industry. 
Van McCoy and Gene Page 
originally record producers also 
have had big records and are now 
recognized sensations in the 
recording industry. Van McCoy 
and Gene Page originally record 
producers also have had big records 
and are now recognized as 
recording artists. Now, with the 
disco bonanza creating excitement 
and mucho money, it won't be long 
before a disco mixing engineer will 
go on to record his own album. 
Unfortunately this trend sometimes 
causes a rush of new albums 
proclaimins to b. lJN...- .u.W..a 
superstars and it's not always 
necesssarily so. 
Take for instance Stuff (W.B.). 
Stuff consists of a group of six of 
the best session musicians this side 
of the Atlantic. Stuff can be found 
on albums by such greats as Aretha 
Franklin, Paul Simon, Gladys 
Knight and the Pips, John Lennon, 
George Harrison and Van McCoy. 
After assisting in putting the 
shimmer in these stars they decided 
to get together and record a record 
of their own. Thus the album Stuff 
is born. A great find you say. Well 
that's not the case. You see session 
players are the background 
musicians to the performers. In this 
L.P. someone's forgotten to come 
to the foreground and so it results 
as excellent background music 
which begs for some leadership or 
direction . The album lacks 
anything electrically outstanding. 
My Sweetheart sounds like help 
wedding reception music, while 
How Long Will It Last makes a 
good attempt at funk. Sun Song is a 
light lazy jazzy tone which would 
make good intermission music 
between programs but absolutely 
nothing stands out on it's own. 
At the Bottom Line I hoped to be 
surprised and awed by Stuff 
thinking well they have to be great 
live. They almost were. The music 
came alive with inventive renditions 
of Ock To Billy Joe and Lon The 
One You're With. Cornell Dupress 
on guitar, Eric Gale on guitar and 
Richard Tee on piano and organ 
proved to be outstanding musicians 
but again like the album their music 
seemed too much in the 
background. When they started 
taking overlong solos the spell was 
quickly broken. I mean this group 
has two drummers and when both 
drummers start taking ten minute 
solos each. on more than one song, 
you stop listening and instead stp 
put in incredibly good per-
formances and the movie is spoiled 
only by some scenes which come 
off unrealistically and mar the 
realism that had been building. The 
music was a major factor in the 
film as it held the moods together 
incredibly well. 
A month later the album was 
released and being a Taj fan I 
eagerly spun it to see how well it 
held up. Once again a disap-
pointment prevailed as the album 
turned out to be too laid back, with 
Taj putting in some of the most 
forgettable performances ever. 
Funky Butt, Night Rider and 
Sentidos Dulce make for interesting 
musical pieces, but Warner Bros. 
could have saved the vinyl on this 
one. 
Leo Sayer has the current 
number one single When I Need 
You which was not written by him 
but by Carole Bayer Sager. Sager 
"- ~ hits for talents like 
Melissa Manchester (Who was once 
a backup singer for Bette Midler) 
Aretha Franklin, The Moments, 
early Simon, and the list goes on. 
Sager too has decided to come out 
of her musical closet and has 
recorded an L.P. of her own en-
titled Carole Bayer Sager (Eiektra). 
As she has helped many people in 
the past with her writing talents, 
they now support her on this 
album. At first glance you can find 
Melissa Manchester, Nicky 
Hopkins, Tony Orlando, Peter 
Allen and even Bette Midler 
sharing this joyous occasion. After 
careful listening to this, I find the 
material all written in some part by 
Carole to be excellent and yet ov 
"CowGirls" 
Loses Saddle 
•:ven Cowgirls Get the Blues by 
Tom Robbins, Bantom Books, new 
release was a disappointment. The 
characters, Sissy Hankshaw, 
master hitchhiker, Bonanza Jelly 
Bean, cowgirl, Chink, a guru of 
sorts, the Countess, homosexual 
tycoon, Julian, Sissy's Indian 
husband and Dr. Robbins, a 
psychiatrist and narrator of this 
story promise more than they 
deliver. The book is too long. What 
could have been a dynamite book 
turned out to be a dud. 
holds the sagging breasts of side be served. The WBCC family of profit. 
one. While side two has one slow D.J. 's includes Howard Vines, Lights and sound effects, were to 
builder. Man Needs Woman and Daniel "Icecap" Brown, Michelle offset the bland showing of the 
one seven minute blues breaker "D.J. Shell" Marbury, Lenny groups. The hard work of Mr. Ken 
which is barely interesting, only Rinaldi, Chickie Norris, Carol Kephart, and the whole WBCC 
because it shows a possible new Graves, Wendy Nicolls, John radio crew was the only bright spot 
direction for them. The rest of the "King John" Graves, Tameka in an otherwise dismal presen-
album shows like filler; music left Harris, Toni Marcano, Craig tat ion . The noise factor was a 10 on 
off earlier albums due to lack of "Lord J" Jones, Diedra Smith, the audometer. Flashing lights were 
strength. Bad Co. may just burn Helena Bennerson, Jeff Abraham, radiantly displayed as the groups 
themselves out with this one. Ed Farrell, AI Jamison, Carol in the background fizzled. The one 
LaSo (MCA) is a new album by a "Babe" Thompson, Edward thing not on sale this evening was 
new group of musicians brought "Steady Eddie" Odie, Raul Exedrin. 
together and produced by Joe Carreras; "Hollywood" Hank 
Batoan. Batoan is known in the Jackson, Barbra Amour, Dick The only salvagable group was 
industry as the man who helps Dynamite, Craig Powlis, Aisa Fullers Aces. Archer and Pleasant 
bring Latin music to the storefront Robinson, John Marshall and Dreams, prolonged the audience's 
and her magical party touch is felt Harry Boscana. agony with lengthy and piercing 
through this glorious land. LaSo triiiWHINtWHIN!IINfllj••IHIM& sounds. The costumes worn by the 
stands for a blend of Latina and CANDY CART SALE two groups (Archer and Pleasant 
soul music but the fusion is more of Dreams) were an indication af 
Latin rhythm and blues, with a 'I'HE CANDY CART WILL where their performance should 
large overtone of jazz. The set :,BE HAVING A HALF have been held ... on the Moon. 
stands with LaSo square Are you PRICE SALE ON ALL In summation, I must add these 
Ready a get up and party record if CANDy F 0 R THE few words of criticism: Fuller, you 
there ever was one, with many an ~EMAINDER OF THE were all aces. Archer, a mere twang 
encouraging chant from Batoan SEMESTER. on the bow. Pleasant Dreams, 
himself. Mom and Dad is done as .. ,.,.,.,..,MWHNtWH,..ww!f-1 someone else's nightmare. 
both a vocal and instrumental 
version with the instrumental really 
putting on the groove, with discs 
flair. Stevie Wonder's Another Star 
is the highlightest cut with mucho 
horns intervening jazz suses with 
disco electricity. Here the horns-
flair out the vocals and guarantees 
to move the crowd to their feet. The 
album ends with a salsa pepper 
Puerto Rica Me Llama with a Joe 
Batoan signature written all over it. 
A new sound with lots of room for 
more. 
Patrice Rushen has acquired 
herself quite a reputation in small 
jazz circles in this country and now 
with her new set Shout it Out 
(Prestige) she's bound to explode 
into more national recognition. 
Patrice writes most of her own 
material, and has expertly mastered 
her musical ability in playing 
electric piano, clarinet, mini-moog, 
electric bass and arp synthesizer. 
The musical range bounces between 
some perculating funky jazz like 
The Hump, Shout it Out and Let 
There be Funk, to Stepping Stones 
and Sojurn which exposes her more 
amorous side. A potential single 
Let Your Heart Be Free, with 
Patrice on vocals has the spitfire 
funky energy to give her her first 
hit. Good karma all around. 
CALL NOW 682-0202 or 591-0850 
FOR FREE TRAVEL GUIDE 
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Richie Fedderman 
The Ninth Inning 
II is hard to believe that three years ago I sal at this desk writing my 
"30", or final column as Editor-in-Chief of this newspaper. Well, here I 
am again writing another one with the hope that it will be the last one. 
Why, ) 'OU may ask, am I writing it? To make a long story short, after 
graduating BCC, I was hired to work in the office of College Relations 
while maintaining' my liaison with the Communicator as Technical Ad-
visor. Now, it's June, 1977, and I am about to receive my Bachelor's 
degree from Lehman College. With this will come the end of a six year 
association with BCC. II has been a fruitful period in my life, one I will 
not soon forget. 
I now leave the world of academia and enter a society filled with 
unemployment, rampant inflation, and world conflict. Right here in the 
Big Apple, we see a City University system, so decimated with budgetary 
problems, that the threats of colleges closing may soon become a reality. 
The university took a new, yet innovative system, Open Admissions, and 
beat it into the ground through overexpansion and rising costs. Even-
tually, the economics of the situation caught up to us. We now have 
tuition, no Open Admissions, and a University fighting for it's very life, 
with no cure in sight. 
To spite all these problems, the City University still provides a sound 
education for those w.ho take .. dvantage of it. My only hope, is that you, 
as students, complete your studies. It's your future, give yourself a 
fighting chance. 
Now, as I reflect upon my experiences as a student, college newspaper 
editor and administrative assistant, I think of all those people who helped 
me in some way lo learn a lillie about journalism and something more 
about myself. 
't•irsl off, I want to say thanks to a man who has been a general mentor 
of mine ever since I can remember. Dr. Bernard (Uncle Bernie) Witlieb, 
has followed my growth from the da)·s of ENG 19 all the way through the 
Middle English of Geoffrey Chaucer. Thanks for your advice about 
slaying with journalism. I'd probably be a lousy teacher anyway. 
Faculty advisors come a dime a dozen. But, I have never seen an in-
dividual who gives so much for so lillie as Professor James (Taki) 
lleMelro. Jimmy, without your patience and wit, I never could have 
learned the technical end of newspaper journalism. Thanks for your vote 
of confidence. 
Since this column is on the Sports page, it's time to give recognition to 
those individuals in charge of BCC's Athletic llepartment. A real pat on 
the back to Profs. Gus Constantine and Michele Stern for the time and 
effort they put into their program. Keep up the good work. Thanks to 
Coaches Bloom, Sleuerman, Warren, (lenova, Haley, Hilgenberg, 
Sortino, Wong, anll Skinner for lhelr cooperation in making my sports 
writing duties a bit easier and more enjoyable. 
Working as a college newspaper editor and later as it's technical advisor 
was no easy task. Long hours at a print shop are hazardous to your sa nit)'. 
I sincerely want to thank AI Rosenberg, Eddie "The tittle Italian" 
Cancelleri, and Gene Tassone at the now defunct Alert (Asleep?) Printers. 
From these guys I received an education almost as valuable as the 
Bachelor's Degree I am about to receive. AI, send my regards to Manny 
and the rest of the crew. Thanks also to Bernie, llov, nave, Mike, and 
again, AI from Lewahl Advertising. \'our patience was greatly ap-
preciated. 
Editors are really egotists in disguise. We try to present news in a 
responsible manner before the public. But, all we really do is interpret the 
news as we see it, instead of telling il how it is. We work long hours, and 
most of us expect all kinds of rewards heaped on them, while others are 
thankful for the experience gained from the work accomplished. 
With this in mind, I want to thank my· predecessors Robert lleleana and 
Tony Barker for steering me in the right direction. Tony, good luck in 
your llocloral studies. To my forerunners John Tiffany and llennis 
Haralam, thanks for giving me the opportunity of working with you. 
It is ~eoin~e to be Iough to say goodbye to this next person. Working for 
Mrs. Sharlene Hoberman has been not only the most nerve-racking, but 
the most fruitful three years of my life. You are a wonderful woman ... a 
little difficult at limes, but wonderful nevertheless. I know 1· slil! have a 
long way to go lady, but your drive for perfection, persistence, and most 
of all, your motherly guidance is noted with my heartfelt appreciation. 
Thanks for caring. 
As I finish my last issue of Communkator, I say to my fellow 
students, "continue to grow. achieve, and enjoy." 
Tennis Team Finishes Season 
On Winning Note 
BCC's Tennis team copped a 
second place Met-Conference 
finish for the 1977 match season. 
The :i-6 raquetcers panicipated in 
the recently completed Sub-
Regional tournament held at 
Suffolk County Community 
C1llk•gc. 
(\lach Frank Wong feels that his 
most lasting impressions of the 
current season will be: that of "one-
point margins". The team mi~sed 
ha' ing its second consecutin~ 
winning season by one point; four 
match"-s were deddcd by one point: 
and finally. the doubles team uf 
Murtaza and Valentin missed 
qualifying for the regional 
championships by a margin of one 
game. 
Ne\'Crthclcss, it was a satisfying 
season for the team and Coach 
Wong. "Considering the lack of 
experience of ·. •ur players there was 
a gradual impro\'cment during the 
lat~r matches of the season. The 
fact that we won fottr out of our 
last six matches bears th~' out." 
"I am ewn more optimistic 
about the prospects for next 
s~·ason". says Coach·Wong, ' 
THE COMMUNICATOR Mav23. 1971 
Sypher: The Epitomy of 
Today's Woman Athlete 
"She's a coaches dream". "She 
epitomizes team play, is extremely 
coachable, and is a solid team 
player. She is MVP all the way." 
Those are the words 'of Ms. 
Joyce Bloom coach of BCC's 
victorious Women's Basketball 
team, in regard to her all-star guard 
Cathy Sypher. 
BCC's female hoopsters had a 
tremendous campaign during 1976-
77. The team ended with a 9-5 
record and a fourth place finish in 
the New York State Women's 
Junior College Basketball Tour-
nament. With all that, Cath doesn't 
take any credit for the team'5 
success. 
"I am characterized as the leader 
of the team," says Cathy. "But I 
can't consider myself anything 
without the other four players on 
the court." 
Cathy also has positive thoughts 
about her mentor. "Coach Bloom 
is a sensitive individual who shows 
Softball Hi-Lites 
BCC's Women's Softball team 
ended their season on a winning 
note, whipping the State University 
at Farmingdale 13-7 last week at 
Ohio Field. The team finished with 
a less than average 6-8 record, but 
finished strong, winning three out 
of their last four games. 
Coach Susan Sortino feels that 
the team effort was a solid one. 
"Considering that many of the 
women on the team never played 
organized softball before, they 
should be proud of the · ac-
complishments. The team grew 
together and played some fine 
softball, especially toward the end 
of the season.'' 
The last game against Far-
mingdale was an exciting one, 
exemplifying how the team had 
gotten it all together. Farmingdale 
scored an unearned run in the top 
of the first inning. But, BCC came 
back with four runs .off of three 
base hits. 
For the next three innings, the 
Broncettes remained scoreless, 
while Farmingdale slipped in two 
runs each inning. The score at the 
end of four innings was Far-
mingdale 6, BCC 4. 
But our Broncettes were not to be 
denied. In the bottom of the sixth 
inning, BCC's bats came alive. The 
team scored nine runs, including a 
grand slam homer by Captain 
Cathy Sypher. That shot put the 
icing on the cake of the 13-7 win for 
BCC. Pitcher Millie Valentin went 
the distance to pick up the win. 
At the annual awards night, 
LaVerne Williams won the team's 
Most Valuable Player award. She 
led the team in batting with a .416 
average, while clouting a team high 
of four home runs. Cathy 
O'Donnell won the team's Sport-
smanship award for her enthusiasm 
and unselfish devotion to the team. 
feeling for everything she does. She 
is a very good person as well as 
coach." 
Being only five feet tall would 
have discouraged any young in-
dividual, male or female, from 
trying out for a varsity athletic 
team. But, the height factor doesn't 
seem to bother Cathy in any way. 
She would go down to her local 
playground just to shoot baskets. 
"I didn't take basketball seriously 
in those days," she says. Her 
"serious" attitude and basketball 
refinement came with playing four 
years of varsity ball at Sacred 
Heart of Mary High School in the 
Bronx. 
In the spring Cathy's sights were 
set on piaying for the Women's 
Softball team. She likes softball as 
more of a pastime enjoyment, but 
you would never know it from 
watching her in action. 
Sy,pher hit at an incredible .379 
clip for the season, and showed 
why her teammates call her 
"Speedy". In fourteen games she 
stole 26 bases. To spite the fact that 
the team finished only 6-8, Cathy 
thought the team effort to be a 
good one. It was hard to determine 
because of the shortness of the 
season, but the team really came on 
during the last few games." 
Coach Susan Sortino has only 
high praise for her 20~year-old 
short-stop. "She is a team leader. 
Cathy is a knowledgeable player 
with an incredible understanding of 
softball. She puts her entire being 
into the game, and is very 
unassuming about her ability." 
The first yea-year coach had 
some fine thoughts in talking about 
Cathy Sypher, the woman. "She is 
an exceptional person who cares 
about other people, extremely 
unselfish. That's what counts. 
What does she think are the 
differences that distinguish 
basketball and softball in a team 
play concept. "'iln a basketball 
there are five individuals working 
at the same time for one goal, like a 
good pass or shot. Softball is a 
more individualistic game. While 
still in a group, one must know 
what they are doing when the ball 
comes to them." 
The native Bronxite would like to 
go on to St. John's University with 
a major in Special Education. 
Cathy hopes to work with mentally 
retarded children. She loves to read 
mystery books, especially those of 
the well' -known Agatha Christie. 
Her musical favorites range from 
the Eagles and Chicago to good 
disco music. 
Whatever she does, Speedy will 
do it well. There is nothing les!i 
than IOOOJo in her vocabulary. 
She's a winner. 
Coach ~us Constantine (upper right) and his Met-Conference Champions. 
Sluggers Cop 
Met-Conference Title; 
Drop Region Opener 
BCC's Met-Conference champion baseball team was beaten 9-6 by the 
State University at Farmingdale in the first round of the NatiOnal Junior 
College Athletic Association (NJCAA) Region XV playoffs, held in 
Farmingdale. Nassau Community College won the championship, giving 
the upstaters the right to participate in the Nationals at a yet undetermined 
site. 
To spite their loss, the season was one of the best in recent history. The 
record of 11-7 was the best in Bronco history. The batmen got off to a slow 
start, dropping four out of their first five contests. In winning ten of the 
last thirteen games, the Broncos knock~d off some of the toughest teams 
in the region, including a 10-3 shallacking of tournament champion 
r--------------., Nassau C.C., a 3-2 squeaker to Bergen C.C., and a 7-4 victory over the 
Bronx Community College track 
~tar leroy Solomon has been 
named to represent the college in 
the second annual Chancellor's 
Scholar Athlete Award sponsored 
by the office of Chancellor Robert 
.1. Kibbee. 
Solomon, a BCC sophomore, 
. auained a 3.29 grade point average, 
while gaining prominence as an All-
American Triple Jumper. 
Dolphins of Staten Island C .C. 
Pitct.ing was one of the ieam's strong points this season. In compliling a 
solid 4-2 record, second-year starter Adolpho De Jesus had one of the 
lowest Earned Run Averages in the Met-Conference, giving up only two 
runs a game. Miguel Torres struck out 56 men in 49 innings, also finishing 
with a 4-2 mark. 
Outfielder Dave Echaverria led the Bronco batters with a phenominal 
.465 for the season, hitting a torrid 26 for 52 (.550) batting clip. Albert 
Gonzalez led the team with 18 RBI's while amassing a .389 slugging 
percentage. Rayfield Hall hit .382, but after these three, the team average 
falls off to a modest .258. 
Congratulations to Coach Gus Constantine for a job well done. 
